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If you arrive in Hong Kong on or after 22 December, please note that -

If you have already made your hotel reservation earlier -
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‧ The Government will put in place a new measure with effect from
22 December to mandate travellers arriving in Hong Kong from 
countries outside China to undergo 14-day compulsory quarantine at
Designated Quarantine Hotels. 

‧ Therefore, you will be required to stay at a Designated Quarantine Hotel 
during the quarantine period. 

‧ You have to take designated transport to travel from the airport to 
Designated Quarantine Hotels. 

‧ If you will arrive in Hong Kong and check in at your hotel on or before 21 December, you may:

 - proceed to check in and stay at any hotel you reserved until the    
 completion of the 14-day quarantine period, without changing hotel 
 in between; or

 - choose to change your reservation to stay at a Designated Quarantine
 Hotel for undergoing 14-day quarantine*.

 * You have to bear any additional costs incurred in doing so.

‧ If you will arrive in Hong Kong and check in at your hotel on or after 22 December:

 - you are only allowed to stay at a Designated Quarantine Hotel to undergo 14-day quarantine

 - if you fail to present the confirmation of room reservation in a Designated Quarantine Hotel
 before boarding, you will be refused to board the flight.

Compulsory quarantine arrangement in
Designated Quarantine Hotels for travellers

from countries outside China

If you are currently in other countries outside China and
planning to travel to Hong Kong 
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Customs &
Excise

Arrivals Hall

Result negative More time is needed
for test result Result positive

Transfer
to hospital

Proceed with
immigration procedures

Claim baggage

Proceed to the Arrivals Hall and board the
designated transport in accordance with instructions

Proceed to Designated
Quarantine Hotel for checking in
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Proceed to the Holding

Centre for Test Result5b
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Take designated transport to
Designated Quarantine Hotel6

Immigration

Baggage
Reclaim

After arriving at the Hong Kong International Airport:

1 Proceed to the Temporary Specimen Collection Centre (TSCC) set up in the Midfield Concourse for 
issuance of Quarantine Order and collection of specimen in accordance with instructions

Compulsory quarantine arrangement in
Designated Quarantine Hotels for travellers

from countries outside China
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‧ There will be staff on each coach to ensure your arrival at the 
Designated Quarantine Hotel that you have booked.

‧ You are not allowed to get off in the middle of the journey or choose 
to take other means of transport to Designated Quarantine Hotels on 
your own.

‧ Each coach will be cleansed and disinfected after every single journey
and will only carry half of the maximum capacity of passengers. 

‧ As you will undergo compulsory quarantine in the hotel room, 
you must stay inside the room at all times until completion of 
the 14-day quarantine.

‧ Without the permission by an authorised officer, no one is allowed
to visit you and you are not allowed to leave the room during the 
quarantine period. 

‧ Please follow all the hotel’s regulations and guidelines during your stay.

‧ On the 11th day of the quarantine period, the Department of Health 
will arrange staff to distribute a testing kit to you at your hotel and 
will collect back the specimen on the 12th day. You will be allowed 
to leave as scheduled only if the result is negative. 

‧ As you are required to provide specimen for testing again on the 
19th day of your arrival in Hong Kong, the Department of Health 
will arrange staff to distribute another testing kit to you before you 
check out from the hotel for collection of your specimen at home 
by yourself.

After arriving at and checking in at Designated Quarantine Hotel

‧ You can return home directly after checking out and return the 
specimen collected on the 19th day to a designated location in 
accordance with the instructions given.

After completing 14-day quarantine

On the way to Designated Quarantine Hotel by designated transport

Compulsory quarantine arrangement in
Designated Quarantine Hotels for travellers

from countries outside China


